Hard structured particles: suspension synthesis, characterization, and compressibility.
Hard interactions are developed on three grades of fumed silica by eliminating interparticle forces and sterically stabilizing the particles by attaching an organic coating to the surface of the particles, suspending them in an index-matching solvent and screening the electrostatics. These hard-structured particles are studied to understand the effects of the particle's microstructure on suspension properties without the influence of interparticle forces other than volume exclusion, Brownian, and hydrodynamic interactions. Light and X-ray scattering studies of low-volume-fraction suspensions suggest that the fumed silicas consist of primary particle of radius of gyration R(g1) approximately equals 16 nm and aggregate size R(g2) approximately 50 nm and mass fractal dimension D(f) approximately equals 2.2. Osmotic compressibilities of these suspensions are measured as a function of particle concentration exploring the packing mechanism of fumed silica. While there is minimal detectable change in the primary particle size, R(g2) varies by approximately 15%, providing insight into how suspension properties are related to particle size. As expected of hard particles with the same microstructure, the concentration dependence on the osmotic pressure superimposes with volume fraction of solids. The comparison of fumed-silica-suspension measurements to the known behavior of hard-sphere suspensions demonstrates the effects of particle geometry on suspension properties with indications of interpenetration of the fumed silica due to their open geometry.